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Structure determination of the „A33A3…R30° boron phase on the Si„111… surface
using photoelectron diffraction
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A quantitative structural analysis of the system Si(111)(A33A3)R30°-B has been performed using photo-
electron diffraction in the scanned energy mode. We confirm that the substitutionalS5 adsorption site is
occupied and show that the interatomic separations to the three nearest-neighbor Si atoms are
1.98(60.04) Å , 2.14(60.13) Å , and 2.21(60.12) Å . These correspond to the silicon atom immediately
below the boron atom, the adatom immediately above, and the three atoms to which it is coordinated sym-
metrically in the first layer.@S0163-1829~99!05819-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Si(111)(A33A3)R30°-B phase on Si~111! has been
investigated extensively in the last ten years because o
unique structure and properties.1–31 It is energetically the
most stable phase formed by boron on the Si~111! surface.
Quantitative structural studies using x-ray diffraction1,2 and
low-energy electron diffraction ~LEED!,3 total-energy

calculations4,5 as well as scanning tunneling microscopy6,7

have demonstrated that the boron atom occupies the su
tutional (S5) site directly below a silicon atom in aT4 site, as
shown in Fig. 1~a!. The ideally truncated bulk structure
shown for comparison in Fig. 1~b!. This geometry contrast
with that formed by the other Group III elements Al, Ga, a
In where the adatoms are in theT4 site. This is due to the
fact that the latter have covalent radii which are larger th
that of Si. The covalent radius of boron is smaller whi
would lead to B-Si bonds in theT4 site much shorter than th
substrate bonds, giving rise to considerable strain. Moreo
the short bond would place a boron atom in theT4 site very
close to the second layer Si atom situated beneath, leadin
strong overlap repulsion.

The properties of the Si(111)(A33A3)R30°-B structure
appear to have their origin in the charge transfer between
boron and the silicon atom directly above. This gives rise
a substantially lower reactivity than on the cle
Si(111)(737) surface,8,9 as indicated by a range of adsor
tion experiments.10–20 The phase is also stable with respe
to the deposition of Si overlayers which opens up the po
bility of producing orderedd-doping.2,21–27Some effort has
been directed towards characterizing t
Si(111)(A33A3)R30°-B phase. The assignment of surfa
core level shifts in photoemission measurements rem
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controversial,19,28–30 however, despite comparison withab

initio pseudopotential calculations.31 We are aware of only
two experimental structural analyses in which geometri
parameters have been determined quantitatively. Head
et al.1 have employed grazing-incidence x-ray diffraction u
ing synchrotron radiation, a technique which is not very s
sitive to boron because of its low x-ray scattering factor th
leading to relatively poor precision with respect to its po
tion. Indeed, in this study the location of the B atom is i
ferred largely through the absence of an expected Si at
and the investigation then concentrated on determining th
atom displacements produced by the B. A low scatter
factor for elastic scattering of low-energy electrons also c
strains the precision of the dynamical LEED study repor
by Huanget al.,3 although in this investigation specific B-S
near-neighbor distances were deduced.

In the present paper we report a scanned-energy m
photoelectron diffraction~PhD! study of this system. In pre
vious papers we have shown that this technique provi
detailed quantitative information on the local structure, es
cially on the adsorption site and adatom-substrate b
lengths.32–36 The method exploits the interference betwe
the directly emitted part of the photoelectron wave field fro
an adsorbate core level with those components of the w
field elastically scattered by surrounding atoms. This eff
modulates the intensity of the adsorbate core-level pho
electron line in a particular emission direction when the ph
ton energy, and thus the photoelectron kinetic energy, is
ied. The modulations in turn depend on the contributing p
length differences and thus provide the desired informat
on the local geometry of the emitter atom. In the pres
study B 1s photoelectron diffraction spectra have been m
sured; these provide quantitative information on the locat
13 014 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 59 13 015STRUCTURE DETERMINATION OF THE (A33A3)R 30° . . .
of the B atomshape which does not depend on weak sc
tering from the B atoms. The challenging aspect of applyin
the PhD technique to this system lies in the low photoioni
tion cross section of the B 1s state, but this has been ove
come through the use of undulator radiation from the thi
generation advanced light source~ALS!. Our investigation
allowed us to determine the structural parameters wit
higher precision than in previous structural studies1,2 and
they are in close agreement with theory.4,5

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiments were performed on beam line 7.0.1
the ALS, at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laborato
California. The 5-cm-period undulator has its third harmo
in the range 180–520 eV at a nominal electron beam ene
of 1.9 GeV. The spherical grating monochromator and
layout of the beam line have been described by Warw

FIG. 1. ~a! Plan and side views of a Si(111)(A33A3)R30°
adsorption structure with the adsorbate atoms~black circles! in the
T4 sites. The Si atom in the second layer corresponding to theS5

substitutional site is also labeled. The dashed lines show
(A33A3)R30° surface unit mesh. The grey circles denote ou
most layer Si atoms.~b! Plan and side views of an ideally term
nated bulk Si~111! surface, otherwise as in~a!. The dashed lines
show the (131) surface unit mesh.
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et al.37,38 A Perkin-Elmer Omni IV electron spectromete
with a mean radius of 137 mm accepts the emitted pho
electrons at an angle of 60° relative to the photon beam
the plane of incidence. The heavily doped Si~111! crystal
wafer (131020 B cm23) was cleanedin situ by flashing to
;1200° C. Subsequent, repeated short anneals to;900° C
promoted the diffusion of boron to the surface and the
pearance of a sharp Si(111)(A33A3)R30° LEED pattern.
Photoelectron spectra were recorded for the B 1s core-level
~electron binding energy;188 eV) in the kinetic energy
range 80–320 eV at five polar angles~including normal
emission! in two azimuthal directions at a sample tempe
ture of 240 K.

The signal was recorded at successive photon ener
~separated by a constant value of the photoelectron w
vector,kW ), in a kinetic energy window of 3.5 eV around th
B 1s core-level peak to give a series of energy distributi
curves ~EDC’s!. These are shown in Fig. 2 as a so-call
group plot for the normal emission data set. The intensity
each peak was then determined by background subtrac
and integration, and the resulting intensity-energy spectr
was normalized to give the modulation function defined b

xex~u,f,k!5
I ~k!2I 0~k!

I 0~k!
, ~1!

whereI and I 0 are the diffractive and nondiffractive intens
ties andu andf are the polar and azimuthal emission angl
The resulting modulation functions for the five directions a
shown as the bold curves in Fig. 3. In the case of the pre
data there was no overlap between energy windows at
cessive photon energies. In our previous experiments o
bending magnet beam line at the BESSY I electron stor
ring this always proved necessary in order to ensure adeq
background subtraction. The superior spectral resolution
the ALS leads to narrow peaks (;0.5 eV) for which a
simple straight line background extrapolated from the h
kinetic energy side of the spectra proves sufficient. The p
cedure even proves to be effective in the presence of inte
background features such as the Si Auger emission
;90 eV in Fig. 2.

e
-

FIG. 2. ‘‘Group plot’’ of the raw data for the B 1s PhD spec-
trum recorded at normal emission, showing the individual Bs
energy distribution curves~EDC’s! recorded at different photon en
ergies. The inset shows one of these EDC’s expanded.
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III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

In most of our recent quantitative structural determin
tions with scanned energy mode photoelectron diffraction
have adopted a two-stage procedure.32,33,35,36 In the first
stage we use a direct inversion of the experimental dat
usually the so-called projection method39—to provide a
three-dimensional map of the relative positions of scatte
atoms around the emitter atom. This approximate struct
solution is then refined by the application of a full quanti
tive analysis using multiple-scattering simulations on mo
structures iterated by a ‘‘trial and error’’ approach. T
present data set was not quite large enough to allow reli
application of the projection method, so that the start
point for the full analysis was the substitutionalS5 adsorp-
tion site already determined by x-ray diffraction and LEE
although other possible structures were also investiga
The iterative ‘‘trial and error’’ approach consists of compa
ing the experimental modulation functions~for typically
5–10 different directions! with the results of multiple-
scattering simulations based on trial model structures.

These calculations were performed on the basis of an
pansion of the final-state wave function into a sum over
scattering pathways which the electron can take from
emitter atom to the detector outside the sample. A magn
quantum number expansion of the free-electron propag

FIG. 3. Comparison of the experimental~bold! and theoretically
simulated~faint! B 1s PhD modulation functions recorded in di
ferent emission directions which form the basis of the present st
ture determination.
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was used to calculate the scattering contribution of an in
vidual scattering path.40 Double and higher-order scatterin
events were treated by means of the reduced angular mom
tum expansion.41 The finite-energy resolution and angul
acceptance of the electron analyzer are included. Anisotro
vibrations for the emitter atom and isotropic vibrations f
the scattering atoms are also taken into account. In an an
gous way to LEED the comparison between theory and
periment is aided by the use of a reliability factor, orR
factor,

Rm5
( ~x th2xex!

2

( ~x th
2 1xex

2 !

, ~2!

where a value of 0 corresponds to perfect agreement, a v
of 1 to uncorrelated data, and a value of 2 to anticorrela
data.33,34This R factor is specifically designed for photoele
tron diffraction where the modulation functions represen
superposition of different oscillatory functions.

The structural parameters optimized were the interato
distancesdSi3b, dSiAd, dSi1, anddSi4, the layer separations
zSi2, zSi5, zSi3a, all relative to the B emitter position~see
Fig. 4!. In addition, the vibrational amplitudes of the emitt

c-

FIG. 4. Plan and sectional views of the Si(111)(A3
3A3)R30°-B structure as determined in the present study. T
labeling conventions for the various Si atoms in the structure
shown, along with the definitions of the various layer spacing
rameters. The associated parameter values are listed in Table
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and scatterer atoms were adjusted for the optimum fit. No
that the PhD technique is sensitive only to the amplitudes
vibration of the scatterer atomsrelative to the emitter, and
not to these individually. For the nearest neighbor scatte
the correlation of the vibrations of the emitter and these ne
est neighbors can therefore be important, and the rela
mean-square vibrational amplitude derived from the m
surements isnot equal to the sum of the emitter and scatte
vibrations. In order to explore the importance of this effe
the mean-square vibrational amplitude of the emitter,^uB

2&,
was set to zero; the effect of this is that the optimum value
the bulk Si atom mean-square vibrational amplitud
^uBulk

2 & , must be interpreted as actually corresponding
(^uB

2&1^uBulk
2 &) because these two vibrations are uncor

lated. On the other hand, the value derived for the me
square vibrational amplitude of the nearest neighbo
^uSiNear

2 & , is really arelative vibrational amplitude with re-
spect to the B emitter atom.

The search in parameter space to locate the structure
the minimumR factor was performed with the help of th
Marquardt algorithm, in which the calculation of the curv
tures is made considerably faster by using the so-called
ear method.42 In order to estimate the errors associated w
the individual structural parameters we use an appro
based on that of Pendry which was derived for LEED.43 This
involves defining a variance in the minimum of theR factor,
Rmin as

Var~Rmin!5RminA2

N
, ~3!

whereN is the number of independent pieces of structu
information contained in the set of modulation functio
used in the analysis. All parameter values giving structu
with R factors less thanRmin1Var(Rmin) are regarded as
falling within one standard deviation of the ‘‘best fit’’ struc
ture. More details of this approach, in particular on the d
nition of N, can be found in a recent publication.44

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A cursory glance at Fig. 3~bold curves! shows that the
experimental modulation function at normal emission has
largest amplitude modulations and would be approxima
cosine-like if it were plotted as a function of the modulus
the photoelectron wave vector, rather than its kinetic ene
Under these experimental conditions the obvious conclus
to be drawn is that a Si atom is situated immediately bene
the emitter, giving rise to the favorable 180° backscatter
geometry in which the entrance aperture of the electron
ergy analyzer, the emitter atom and the backscattering a
are colinear. The modulation function is then dominated
the interference between the directly emitted componen
the wave field and the component scattered from this a
due to a maximum in the amplitude of the scattering fac
for a scattering angle of 180° in this energy range~e.g., Ref.
32!. A similar situation is encountered for a polar emissi
angle of 41° in the@1 2 1̄# azimuth where the modulation
are approximately of the same amplitude but their freque
is higher, indicating that the 180° backscattering atom at
angle is further away from the emitter. Both observations
e
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fully compatible with the substitutionalS5 adsorption site
found in the previous structural studies.1,2 The two back-
scattering atoms are Si3b and Si4, respectively.

Using the parameters found by Huanget al. in their
LEED study1 as the starting model, we obtained a very po
overallR factor of 0.68. This could be immediately improve
to 0.45 by allowing the separation between the B atom a
the Si3b atom directly underneath to decrease by 0.15 Å .
the next stage of optimization the positions of the neare
neighbor atoms SiAd, Si3b and Si1 were varied without chang
ing the point-group symmetry of the substitutional site. U
ing the Marquardt algorithm this gave anR factor of 0.36. In
the final stage of the optimization the positions of the ne
nearest neighbors Si4, Si2, Si3a, and Si5 were varied, as were
the vibrational amplitudes, the effective kinetic ener
resolution45 and value of the average muffin-tin potential.40

The finalR factor obtained was 0.20 with a variance of 0.0
The resulting best-fit modulation functions are shown as g
curves and compared directly with the experimental cur
in Fig. 3. The individualR factors~from top to bottom! are
0.11, 0.19, 0.26, 0.18, and 0.45. The agreement for the s
trum recorded at 71° in the@1 2 1̄# azimuth is noticeably
worse than for the others, but here the modulation amplit
is considerably smaller, so theR factor becomes dominate
by discrepancies in weak features. The final optimum val
of the structural and nonstructural parameters are given
Table I, while Fig. 4, which shows the associated structu
is drawn such that the relaxation of the Si lattice in the s
face region may be compared to the ideally truncated b
structure of Fig. 1. Notice that the vibrational paramete
despite their limited precision, are consistent with expec
tions. The uncorrelated sum of the mean-square vibratio
amplitudes of the B emitter and the bulk Si atoms
0.006 Å2, which is to be compared with an anticipate
value for the bulk Si atoms alone based on the Debye t
perature of Si of 0.003 Å2. Evidently the vibrational ampli-
tude of the subsurface substitutional B atoms is similar

TABLE I. Optimum parameter values for the structural and no
structural parameters found for Si(111)(A33A3)R 30°-B. See Fig.
4 for definitions of the Si atom names and layer spacings.

Parameter Value

Interatomic distances
dSi3b 1.98(60.04) Å
dSi1 2.21(60.13) Å
dSi4 3.53(60.09) Å
dSiAd 2.14(60.13) Å
Layer separations
zSi5 5.20(60.20) Å
zSi2 0.49(60.35) Å
zSi3a 1.90(60.16) Å
Bond angles
/(SiAd-B-Si1) 63.5(62.1)°
/(SiAd-B-Si4) 141.0(63.3)°
Vibrational amplitudes

^uSiNear
2 & 0.0005(10.0056/20.0005) Å2

^uBulk
2 & 0.006(10.006/20.003) Å2

Muffin-tin potential 6.5(63.5) eV
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TABLE II. Comparison of some structural parameter values~in Å! obtained in different studies of the
Si(111)(A33A3)R 30°-B structure.

PhD LEED XRD Theory~slab! Theory ~cluster!
This work Ref. 3 Ref. 1 Ref. 4 Ref. 5

dSi3b 1.98(60.04) 2.19(60.14) 2.00a 2.04 1.97
dSi1 2.21(60.13) 2.15(60.18) 2.18(60.09) 2.14 2.12
dSiAd 2.14(60.13) 2.32(60.14) 1.98(60.2) 2.22 2.20

aIn this reference they assumed a constrained value of this distance.
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that of the bulk Si atoms. By contrast, the relative me
square vibrational amplitude of the near-neighbor Si ato
with respect to the B emitter is much smaller, indicati
strong correlations in these vibrations.

To be certain that the result really corresponded to a g
bal minimum of theR factor in the multiparameter spac
investigated, an additional systematic grid search was
performed using the linear method.42 No further minima with
anything like the depth of the one established could
found. Additionally, two other, completely different mode
were checked; in the first the boron atom was left in theS5
site but the Si adatom was removed, while in the second
boron atom occupied theT4 site. After full optimizationR
factors of 0.27 and 0.46 were obtained for these two str
tures. Note that although the first of these structures with
the adatom leads to a comparatively lowR factor, its value is
well above that of the minimumR factor plus its variance
~0.22! corresponding to the structure obtained above. V
ous mixtures of all three structures in different ratios we
also tried, but did not produce a betterR factor. We therefore
conclude that the global minimum had been found. Table
shows a comparison of the near-neighbor B-Si distances
tained in this work and from previous experimental and t
oretical studies. The only other experimental investigat
providing a complete set of such parameters is the LE
investigation3 and clearly has a significantly lower precisio
~we have estimated the precision in these bond lengths f
the cited errors estimates for individual atomic position!.
Because of the large error estimates the two experime
data sets are formally consistent with one another, and
deed with almost all the theoretically derived values. T
best-fit values in our study for the distances to the Si ato
directly above (dSiAd) and below (dSi3b) the B atoms, how-
ever, are significantly closer to the theoretical values than
the best-fit LEED values; in view of the improved precisio
our results therefore substantially support the results of
theoretical total-energy calculations, slightly favoring the
sults of the cluster calculations of Wanget al.5
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Although there has for some time been a consensus, b
on both experimental and theoretical studies, that
Si(111)(A33A3)R 30°-B structure is unusual in having th
adsorbate B atom in a subsurfaceS5 site, the only quantita-
tive experimental determination of the local geometry of
B atom, achieved in a LEED study3 had rather limited pre-
cision. The low atomic number B atom is problematic
both x-ray and electron diffraction due to its small scatter
cross section. Here we have applied the technique
scanned-energy mode photoelectron diffraction to this pr
lem, using the B atom as the source of the electrons to
scattered and thus circumventing this problem. The use
the high spectral brilliance synchrotron radiation from
third-generation source~ALS! allows us to overcome the
problems created by the low photoionization cross sectio
the B 1s core level. The results confirm the occupation
theS5 site by the B atoms, but also provide relatively prec
values for the B-Si nearest-neighbor distances which a
well with the results of theoretical total-energy calculatio
published previously.
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